ISOMETRIC VIEW

- (2) Ø2" 18" Pole with AFCZ6-66 VESA 75/100 Compliant Monitor Holder with Knobs for height adjustment
- Work Surface w/Bumper-Molding
- (4) Ø4" Casters
- (2) Locking
- CPU 01
  9"Wx21"Dx18.5"H
  (All ID) Attached to Top Frame
- 28"-47" Electronically Height Adjustable

TOP VIEW
SCALE: 3/8" = 1' - 0"

NOTE:
- Single Tier Cart

DRAWN BY: YN/BD/MC
DATE: 04/23/15
DESCRIPTION:

APPROVED

TOLERANCES UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED

FRACTIONAL ±1/64
2 PLC. DEF. ±0.01
3PLC. DEF. ±0.001
ANGULAR ±5'

MATERIAL:

ENG:
MFG:
QA:

SCALE: ≈3/4" = 1' - 0"
SHEET: 1 OF 1